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Rebecca Tooze, a PhD student in the Oxford Clinical Genetics’ group, discusses the importance and appli-
cation for data science in her field. Using bioinformatic approaches, she analyzes whole-genome sequencing
data from patients with craniosynostosis. In this paper, she comments on her current research and her op-
portunity as an editorial intern with Patterns.
What would you like to share about
your background?
I am currently reading for a PhD in med-

ical sciences at the University of Oxford,

under the supervision of Professors An-

drew Wilkie and Stephen Twigg, in the

Clinical Genetics research group. In my

short career, I have been fortunate to

experience a range of fields including ge-

netics, cancer biology, evolution, and

microbiology; this diversity has afforded

me the chance to learn a variety of mo-

lecular biology techniques, and my sci-

entific interests have evolved in parallel

toward projects with clinical application.

My PhD project explores the genetic

causes of craniosynostosis (the prema-

ture fusion of one or more of the cranial

sutures of the skull). My research is a

split of computational and wet-lab

work, which allows me to continue devel-

oping my bioinformatics skills and

molecular biology techniques while un-

dertaking research with direct clin-

ical benefit.

What motivated you to become a
(data) researcher? Is there anyone/
anything that helped guide you on
your path?
Given the size of the human genome,

data science methods allow us to accu-

rately align human genomes to a refer-

ence, highlight variation in datasets,

and annotate datasets with known vari-

ables for pathogenicity. It would be a

painfully long task to do these steps

manually and this does motivate me to

search for better ways to use data

science in my research. I was also
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fortunate to spend 8 weeks on a bio-

informatics course, run by the MRC

WIMM Centre for Computational Biology.

This allowed me to immerse myself in the

art of using Python, R and Linux to

analyze and present real world data.

The skills and knowledge I gained on

this course certainly opened my eyes to

the power and utility of bioinformatics

within my own research and aided my

transition from being a basic research

scientist to a more confident data

scientist.

What is the definition of data
science in your opinion? What is a
data scientist? Do you self-identify
as one?
For me, data science is an umbrella

term for how we use mathematics

and statistics, computational power,

and scientific thinking to extract value

from data. It encompasses aspects of

artificial intelligence (AI), whereby human

behavior or intelligence can be simulated

using technology, and machine learning

(a subset of AI), which allows the

machine to ‘‘learn’’ from past data. By

this broad definition of data science, I

would consider all elements of scientific

research as data science, by nature of

designing, conducting, and analyzing

experiments and results. Although I

do not use AI or machine learning in

my research, I regularly use bioinformat-

ics approaches in my analysis of

sequencing data and variant prioritiza-

tion, examples of which can be found in

our recent paper, published in Genetics

in Medicine.1
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Which of the current trends in data
science seem the most interesting
to you? In your opinion, what are the
most pressing questions for the
data science community?
Personally, I am most excited about the

potential of applying machine learning in

the practice of medicine, particularly in

clinical diagnostics, precision medicine,

and health monitoring. Although I appre-

ciate the ethical dilemmas of integrating

this technology into current practice,

promising research has shown the value

of applying AI for pattern recognition in

pre-processing and analyzing digital

medical images and for classifying dis-

ease subtypes. With the advent of smart

watches, this also allows the possibility

to use features such as built-in heart mon-

itors to measure individual health metrics,

holding the potential to highlight devia-

tions from the ‘‘norm’’ at much earlier

stages. Having said this, I think there is a

long way to go before this can be imple-

mented, particularly in terms of navigating

use of personal data associated with

wearable technology.

What is the role of data science in
the domain/field that you work in?
What advancements do you expect
in data science in this field over the
next 2–3 years?
Genomic research generates a substan-

tial amount of data, with estimates that

between 2 and 40 exabytes of data2 will

be achieved over the next decade

from sequencing alone. Our ability to

sequence DNA far outpaced our ability

to decipher the genetic code, and finding
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ways to extract the value from these data

is therefore a very vibrant topic. In its

simplest form, geneticists employ various

bioinformatics tools (methods and soft-

ware tools) that allow us to collect and

analyze biological data. On a clinical level,

the interpretation of the identified variants

(�3 million) is certainly one of the most

time-consuming aspects of rare disease

diagnosis, and AI therefore holds promise

to simplify and speed up this process.

Already, machine learning has enabled

more advanced variant prioritization algo-

rithms, combining predictive features

(including effect on protein structure,

amino acid substitution, and rarity) to

generate a combined annotation-depen-

dent depletion (CADD) score. Moving for-

ward, we may expect to see AI-based

methods take this a step further and pre-

dict features directly from raw sequences

without prior data labeling. I would hope

that our ability to use data science tech-

niques, particularly AI and machine

learning, may in future help to develop

predictive tools for non-coding and syn-

onymous variants too.
Rebecca Tooze
What do you enjoy about working
with Patterns?
I have recently been offered an internship

with Cell Press, working as an editorial

intern with Patterns and iScience. Given

the relatively new era of data science,

and the scale atwhich this field is growing,

it is an exciting time to be involved in Pat-

terns and experience firsthand the new

technologies and methods that are being

published. As a comparatively new Cell

Press journal, it is rewarding tobe involved

in increasing its outreach and identifying

researchers in this field.
What paper(s) in Patterns

particularly drew your attention
and why?
Two articles that I found particularly inter-

esting published in the January 2022

issue of Patterns:
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1. Mohanty et al., 2022, ‘‘Machine

Learning for predicting readmis-

sion risk among the frail: Explain-

able AI for healthcare.’’3 The au-

thors have identified a use for

data science in aiding preventative

care, by establishing risk factors

associated with patient readmis-

sion. One of the main concerns

with using AI or machine learning

is the potential for bias in the

model owing to incorrect assump-

tions. Lack of explanation within

models for the contribution of

each feature toward healthcare

predictions greatly reduces confi-

dence in the output. Here, the au-

thors have successfully used

Shapley additive explanation to

explore reasons for model predic-

tions at a global level, investigating

predictions across the entire data-

set, down to a local level, exploring

individual patient observations.

Employing these methods within

data science should increase con-

fidence and accuracy of predic-

tions, allowing AI to be incorpo-

rated into healthcare.

2. Santos et al., 2022, ‘‘Machine

learning and network medicine

approaches for drug repositioning

for COVID-19.’’4 I wished to high-

light this paper owing to its rele-

vance of drug repurposing in the

age of a global pandemic. It

seems critical to be able to

develop tools that are capable

for screening current antivirals,

in the context of virus-specific

proteins, and identify those that

may be effective, subsequently,

greatly reducing drug development

time. The authors have provided

a free interactive online tool that

explores the interplay between

the SARS-CoV-2 host proteins

and biological processes and iden-

tifies drugs that disrupt these

networks.
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